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a Digital
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Demystifying
technology

by Mark C Baker

With more than 140 diagrams and
over 70 photographs the book takes
a visual approach, covering aspects as

diverse as data, algorithms, flash
memory, networks and the internet,

cryptocurrencies, mobile
communications and artificial

intelligence.

We are living through an information
revolution that is radically changing all

aspects of our lives. Living in a
Digital World is designed for anyone

who would like to build a better
understanding of our increasingly

digitally dominated world.

It takes readers on a carefully
structured journey, sometimes soaring
to the heights to explore big-picture

issues, at other times swooping down
to examine the details of different

technologies. All whilst steadily
building a sturdy framework of

understanding, promoting a more
informed engagement with digital

technology.

Mark spent 12 years as a classroom
teacher and subject leader of ICT /

computing before moving on to regional
and national advisory roles in the UK. He
now works as an independent consultant.
Mark has an MSc in Computer Science

(University of Birmingham), Post Graduate
Certificate in Education with Distinction

(University of Cambridge) and a Bachelor
of Engineering, First Class (University of

Bradford).

Available from Amazon Europe including Amazon.co.uk and in North America
from Amazon.com and Amazon.ca (<<Amazon site>>/dp/1540697517)

Available worldwide to independent booksellers from distributors such as Ingram and Baker & Taylor.
Also available to order from a wide range of online and offline retailers.

For more information and links, see educationvision.co.uk/books.html or scan QR code (over).



UK Canals
UK Canals series

by Mark C Baker

Scan for more information

1: The Kennet and Avon Canal in pictures
<<Amazon site>>/dp/1987515226, 978-1987515220
2: Wildlife of the Kennet and Avon Canal
<<Amazon site>>/dp/1796436283, 978-1796436280
3: Weird and wonderful canal photographs
<<Amazon site>>/dp/1082880620, 978-1082880629
4: Pandemic diary: Newbury in a time of crisis
<<Amazon site>>/dp/B08DC3ZGML, 979-8666263686

Sumptuous collections of original images, these books help you to
understand canals and their context. They are excellent souvenirs for
visitors, as well as essential reading for canal, wildlife and photography

enthusiasts.

They are widely available, from Amazon and other booksellers. Scan the
QR code above or see educationvision.co.uk/books.html for more details.


